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President’s Message
Welcome to the third-quarter edition of the NTCC Commerce
Magazine, which is dedicated to the 30th Anniversary of the
Netherlands-Thai Chamber of Commerce. It’s a time for reflection
and gratitude to my predecessors, Board Members, Executive
Directors, and the staff members who have shaped the NTCC
into its current form. After thirty years, we are doing great, with
close to 300 members, easily the most active and trendsetting
foreign chamber in Thailand. This is something to be proud of
and to celebrate during our 30th Anniversary Gala Dinner.
Thirty years is a long time, and a lot has changed in Bangkok.
The NTCC was established just before the Tom Yam Kung
crisis, which was a time of economic prosperity and limited
accountability, where the sky was the limit, only for us to wake
up on 2 July 1997 to hear that the Thai government was forced
to unpeg the Thai baht from the US dollar, causing a financial
crisis. The bailout of the financial system was swift and decisive,
but came with enormous costs that even today, 25 years later,
haven’t been repaid yet.
The Tom Yam Kung crisis was the beginning of turbulent times
in Thailand, starting with the rebuilding of the economy, and
creating more corporate accountability for the financial
sector and listed companies. Economic development was
also affected by major global events, such as 9-11 in the US,
the outbreak of SARS in 2003 in Hong Kong, and the recent
COVID-19 pandemic. In addition, political events in Thailand
kept the newspapers busy with reporting protests and the
military coup d’etats in 1992, 2006, and 2014. Finally, we
should also mention important events such as the 2004 tsunami
and the 2011 flood, the latter of which is still ranked among the
20 most costly disasters globally.
Considering all of the setbacks to economic recovery that
have taken place, it is amazing that GDP per capita has
increased from USD 2,000 to USD 7,000 in the last 30 years.
This shows the resilience of the Thai people and the business
community. The NTCC is proud to have been able to
contribute to its members weathering these economic,
political, and natural disasters by connecting, encouraging,
and sometimes lobbying the Thai government. It has been an
exciting ride and we are certainly looking forward to serving the
Dutch and Thai business communities for the next 30 years!
Rob Hurenkamp
President of the NTCC

Ms. Suphakarn Varinpramote
CM Town
Director
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Embassy News

The Netherlands Embassy would like to congratulate the Netherlands - Thai Chamber of Commerce on its 30th
year anniversary. We would like to thank the NTCC for their continued support and cooperation, and we are looking
forward to our collaboration in the near future.

The Dutch Embassy Welcomes Three New Diplomats
While the Chamber is celebrating their three decades in operation, our Embassy also is welcoming three new team
members in our Economic and Political Department.

Meet Miriam Otto - Deputy Ambassador of the Kingdom of the Netherlands /
Head of the Economic and Political Department
Miriam Otto started her new journey with us in Bangkok in mid-August.
With her family she moved from the small town of Haarlem to the
exciting metropolis of Bangkok.
Miriam’s background is in Political Science and International Relations,
she studied in Amsterdam and Paris. For 15 years, she has been
working with the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs in the Hague and
several Netherlands Embassies abroad, including Bangladesh, Senegal
and Russia. In her previous role in the Hague, she was Head of our
Arms Exports Policy Division.
Miriam looks forward to living in Thailand and working to help strengthen
the Netherlands-Thai relations. In her new role, she hopes to attract
more Thai companies to the Dutch innovative and high-quality
business climate.

Get to know Christiaan Bergwerff - Deputy Head of Economic and Political
Department
Christiaan Bergwerff also started in early August. He is grateful for
having the opportunity to live and work in this beautiful country, to
get acquainted with its society in all its aspects, and to contribute to
the already strong business relations between the Netherlands and
Thailand.
Christiaan studied Dutch Law as well as International & European
Law. Before joining the Dutch Ministry of Foreigner Affairs, he
worked as an Assistant to a Dutch Member of Parliament. His
experience in the region was working with the Middle-East Division
of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, dealing with the Middle-East Peace
Process and the bilateral relations with Israel. In addition, Christiaan and
his wife have previously been posted in Jerusalem, making Bangkok
their second posting.
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Embassy News

While Christiaan has extensive experience in the political field, he has been involved with the promotion of
economic relations as well: organizing trade missions from-and-to the Netherlands, promoting trade and
tackling trade barriers in complex circumstances and setting-up matchmaking events for Dutch companies
with entrepreneurs from other countries.
Christiaan is very much looking forward to contributing to the trade relations between the Netherlands and
Thailand, to proactively look for opportunities and to be a reliable source of information for both the Dutch
and Thai business communities.

Welcome Dr. Gijs Theunissen - Agricultural Counsellor
Last but not least, our new Agricultural Counsellor, Dr. Gijs Theunissen started working at our Embassy last
October.
Dr. Gijs studied Veterinary Science at the University of Utrecht.
He worked as a practitioner in several veterinary practices and
in the pharmaceutical industry as a Technical Advisor and as a
Marketer.
He has worked for both the Ministry of Agriculture, Nature and
Food Quality and the Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sports, on
many topics. The topics include food safety, crisis management,
rendering, the protein transition, veterinary drugs, antimicrobial
resistance (AMR), aquaculture and many more.
Thailand and the Netherlands both have ambitions on improving
Food Systems. The challenge will be how to work together in
making our food production as sustainable, resilient and profitable
as possible. With respect for biodiversity, human and animal
welfare, the environment and nature, he would like to focus his next four years on improvement of Food Systems in
general and topics like Integrated Pest Management, AMR, the protein transition and biodiversity.
He would also like to work together with enthusiastic parties in Thailand to make Food Systems more sustainable.
He strongly believes that sharing experiences, knowledge and technology can help us all.
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Our History
1991

The Netherlands-Thai Chamber of Commerce
was established by a group of Dutch businessmen.
The Dutch founding fathers are such as
FrieslandCampina, ING, KLM, Philips, Shell
and Unilever. Our first Executive Director is Marieke
van der Laan, and Nico Wiering is the first
President.

1995

Our first seminar took place in Chiang Mai was a
great success with over a hundred participants.
NTCC became international and organized a
trade mission to Myanmar, and there were 36
attendees.

1992

NTCC first official inauguration event was
held at the Regent Hotel, with over a hundred
guests. The historical trade relations between
the Netherlands and Thailand was presented by
Jan Boeles, an highly regarded member of the
Dutch community in Thailand. He later became
an officer of the Royal Order of Orange-Nassau.

1996

NTCC made an operational agreement with Belgian-Luxembourg/Thai Chamber of Commerce,
and where BeLuThai utilized NTCC’s operational
facilities.

1993

Jan de Kam became the President, and he led
the NTCC through the turbulent 1990s and the
Asian Crisis for more than 10 years. The excellent
luncheon was organized, and Guest of Honor
was the former Prime Minister of the Netherlands,
Mr. Ruud Lubbers.

1999

Our first Business Excellence Awards Dinner was
organized at the Grand Hyatt Erawan Hotel. Siam
Macro received the overall business excellence
award, and Siam Modified Starch won an overall
excellence in importing/exporting between the
Netherlands and Thailand. This was the starting
point of our annual long-standing tradition.

1994

NTCC organized a seminar for Thai exporters to
Europe. The topics introduced were ISO 9000
certification and the FMO Investment Promotion
and Technical Assistance Program. Jan Smit
became our second Executive Director.

2000

NTCC Magazine was redesigned into NTCC
News, after 8 years of publishing with the same
style and format. Charles Schwietert became
Executive Director.
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Our History
2001

The Chamber reached 100 members for
the first time. Together with BeLuThai, the
magazine was redesigned and named as
“Commerce”.

2006

Dr. Pisit Leeahtam, former deputy minister
at the Ministry of Finance, was elected as
our new President in April.

2002

We entered digital era and the very first
NTCC website was launched!

2007

In the gathering of diplomats and the members
of Joint Foreign Chambers of Commerce in
Thailand, Surayud Chulanont, former Prime Minister,
addressed the importance of the Foreign Business
Act of 1999. Mr. Surayud also mentioned that
2007 was a year of great reforms.

2003

Jan de Kam, our former President, received
a knighthood of the Royal Order of Orange-Nassau.
This royal decoration was to honor his work
as the founding father and his decade-long'
presidency of the chamber.

2009

NTCC reached 200 members! Our members
are from many places around Thailand, and
we also welcomed international members
from the Netherlands, Singapore and Hong
Kong. We even have our first members from
Laos and Burma.

2004

We celebrated 400 years of trade relations
between the Netherlands and Thailand. Queen
Beatrix and Crown Prince Willem-Alexander
made an official state visit to Thailand. King
Bhumibol Adulyadej and Queen Sirikit hosted a
Glittering State Banquet at the Grand Palace to
honor the Queen Beatrix and the Crown Prince.
The Queen also visited Baan Hollanda, a Dutch
village in Ayutthaya, and donated her personal
funds for the information and exhibition center.
NTCC welcomed a new Executive Director, Bert
Cesar, and a new President, Victor Tee.

2010

Former Prime Minister of the Netherlands, Wim
Kok, joined NTCC community, including our board
of directors, and executive director for the
traditional welcome back cocktail party. He
also visited Thailand’s former Prime Minister,
Abhisit Vejjajiva.
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Our History
2012

Fact-finding mission to Myanmar was successfully
organized, and the participants included the
Dutch delegation members, companies, and
the Dutch embassy. The participants joined the
meetings with officials from different Ministries,
local business, and local Chamber of Commerce.

2018

The first business forum was initiated in Chiang
Mai, and this was the beginning of our annual
Sustainability for Business Forum and EEC
Business Forum.

2015

NTCC got a new milestone, and our membership
was increased to 300 members! By diversifying
our events and expanding to upcountry regions
such as Chiang Mai and the Eastern Seaboard,
Bert Cesar managed to double the amount of
membership during his period as Executive
Director.

2019

NLinBusiness became our official partner. The
innovative attitude and knowledge of NTCC with
the style and goals of NLinBusiness, resulting
in a beautiful platform for Dutch entrepreneurs
looking to siege or expand their market share in
Thailand. NTCC logo was redesigned.

2016

Bert Cesar passed the Executive Director
position to Hans van den Born, and at that
time Stefan van der Sluys is elected as the
new President.

2020

It’s the year of webinar! The COVID-19 pandemic led
us to the new-normal lifestyle, and we adapted
our events from physical to online. Check out
our YouTube Channel, NTCCFLIX, for the recorded
webinar, such as Dutch Virtual Trade mission to
Southeast Asia and NTCC Industry 4.0 Series
Webinar.

2017

Business 4.0 Innovation Award Dinner was
organized, after the government announced the
economic development model “Thailand 4.0”.
The Netherlands Foreign Investment Agency
(NFIA) handed out the special awards, Invest in
Holland.

2021

We celebrate our 30th Anniversary, and the
celebration event, Gala Dinner, is organized
in 2022.
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NTCC First Executive Director : Marieke van der Laan

Chamber Luncheon
November 1992

Business Lunch
July 1992

Annual General Meeting
February 1994

New Office Inauguration
April 1994

After my graduation as a cultural anthropologist of Utrecht University, I got involved in the NTCC in 1991 and
we officially launched one year later. The chamber was initiated by Dutch businessmen to represent Dutch
business interests towards both the Thai government and the EU representation in Thailand.
I have a lot of good memories of my time at the NTCC. When I
started at the chamber, I visited most of the companies to get to
know their business and to learn about their strengths and challenges.
For example, I visited KLM, an orchid exporter and the milk and
ice-cream factories of FrieslandCampina. Those experiences were
very interesting.

Hong Kong Visit
1993

One of the main challenges everybody faced was communication. Back then, the internet or digital platforms,
mobile telephones were not available. Contacts with The Netherlands and within Thailand were mainly with
telephone and fax, and face-to-face meetings were an important means of communication. Our business
luncheons were thus very well appreciated. However, transportation would turn it into a challenge. The only
highway that existed was from Don Mueang via Sukhumvit to Bangna. Driving through the traffic light in Asok
generally took one hour. It once took 8 hours to get to Don Mueang airport. Fortunately, everything is more
convenient now.
Another good memory were the collaborations we had with the Dutch Embassy and other foreign chambers
of commerce. We also worked closely with the Dutch chambers from Indonesia, Malaysia, Vietnam, and Hong
Kong. In fact, the first person who developed and produced our magazine used to work for the Dutch chamber
of commerce in Indonesia.
I’m still following the activities of the chamber, and I’m very happy to hear that many of the founding fathers
are still active today. I am proud to see that the NTCC has accomplished much in many ways, including the
growth of the memberships and the collaborations with the professional fairs. I never dreamt that NTCC
would become this influential and active.

For the members who have just joined NTCC,
I would suggest you continue being an active part
of this community.
Marieke van der Laan
August 2022
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NTCC Long Serving President : Jan de Kam

Holland Promotion Dinner
May 1993

Chamber Luncheon
July 1994

Company Visit to Philips
March 1997

Company Visit to Siamcona
June 1998

Around 1990 the number of Dutch companies which established operations in Thailand increased. The idea
to establish a Chamber of Commerce came from a few Dutch businessmen who wanted a more formal
representation.
I became President of the NTCC in 1992/1993 when the Chamber just started operations. The objective of the
Chamber was that we looked after the interest of the Dutch business community. Establishing and maintaining
contacts with the Thai government and the Dutch Embassy were important items.
During the next 12 years, we increased our membership to about
125-150, organized an annual Business Award dinner, issued the
magazine, “Commerce”, organized monthly business lunches, and
an annual golf tournament. We played an active role in the Joint Foreign
Chambers of Commerce and the ECBA, the European Commission
Business Association, and we maintained good relations with the
Dutch Embassy. Also, during my time as President, the Embassy was
very supportive.

Chamber Breakfast Briefing
October 1997

The Joint Foreign Chambers of Commerce, 15 to 16 in total, met at regular intervals and discussed with the
Thai government issues related to foreign investment. As the Joint Foreign Chambers of Commerce
represented the majority of the foreign investment community it was an important (and probably still is) and
effective lobbying tool with the Thai Government. The discussions with the Thai government were always
constructive and pleasant.
With the European Commission, through the European Commission Business Association (ECBA), we worked
together with all other EU Chambers on raising the profile of the European Union in Thailand.
We organized together with the Dutch Embassy a trade mission to Myanmar. We had planned a follow-up
mission because of the opportunities but unfortunately that was canceled due to political reasons.
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NTCC Long Serving President : Jan de Kam

Award Dinner
May 1999

6 th Annual Golf Tournament
November 1999

Golf Tournament
November 2001

Royal Decoration
2003

There were over the years several visits of Dutch ministers but in general
the interest from The Netherlands was not in line with our expectations.
During the first years of the Chamber, we faced a number of issues:
• how do we define the role of the Chamber?
• how can we assist our members?
• which services can we offer, and which are of value to our
members?
• is it worth to become a member of the Chamber?

Dutch Royal Visit
January 2004

We were able to organize the NTCC in such a way that it developed into a valuable tool for our members, but
that was for a large part a result of a very supportive Board and our first Executive Directors Marieke Van der
Laan, Jan Smit, and Charles Schwietert. They laid the foundation for a successful organization.
I have not been actively involved in the Chamber in the past 18 years, but I do follow the NTCC on social media.
Social media now plays an important role which we did not have when I was President, we relied on fax and
telephone and later after the introduction of the internet in 1996 we used email.
The development of social media allows the NTCC to contact many people irrespective where they are located.
During the past 18 years many things have changed. The NTCC is bigger has more members and is well
established in the Thai business community. It is rewarding to see that the NTCC has developed over the
years into a valuable organization.
My most memorable experience as President of the Netherlands Thai Chamber of Commerce was that I could
handover to my successor a healthy and well-established Chamber.

For those who have just joined us, the Chamber is a
useful institute for obtaining information, getting to
know other members, getting information about doing
business in Thailand. The Chamber is a useful
organization, you should make use of .
Jan de Kam
August 2022
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Everything under control

PROCESS AUTOMATION
AND CONTROL SOLUTIONS

Adding value to a wide section of high performance customers within the Asia-Pacific
region, our professionals execute turn-key projects in process, manufacturing,
infrastructure and data-centre environments. We offer custom designed solutions
covering these industries, and more:

Food & Beverage

Consumer Packaged Goods

Petrochemical

Data Centres

Energy

Logistics

Automotive

Environmental

www.zi-argus.com
ZI-ARGUS IS A BUSINESS OF ZUELLIG INDUSTRIAL WITH OFFICES IN
THAILAND, INDONESIA, THE PHILIPPINES, AUSTRALIA, SINGAPORE
www.zuelligindustrial.com

Let’s raise a toast! NTCC celebrates 30 years of success.
Our NTCC's annual dinner this year is no ordinary. We
were celebrating our three decades of collaboration and
dedication! The Netherland - Thai Chamber of Commerce
was first established in 1991. For over three decades we
have seen an ever-dynamic, continuously active, and
growing business community sharing the same values in
support of collaboration between Thai and Dutch
organizations.
On September 2nd, 2022, NTCC 30th Anniversary Gala
Dinner was held at Chadra Ballroom of Siam
Kempinski Hotel Bangkok. Cocktail canape and
welcome drinks were served to arriving guests. Before
entering the ballroom, guests were invited to have their
photo taken with a glamorous backdrop, with the NTCC
Gala dinner logo set in the middle, by Faber Flags Asia.
The table set-up was decorated in black and gold color; as
the color theme is glamorous black and gold. Soft music
background started to play while guests walked in to find
their seats. Soon afterwards, the Chadra ballroom was full
of 320 guests and 40 tables.
When all the guests had been seated, Mr. Rob
Hurenkamp, the president of NTCC officially opened the
Gala night with a welcoming speech, followed by H.E. Mr.
Remco van Wijngaarden, the Ambassador of the Kingdom
of the Netherlands. After the speeches, the new Heineken
Silvers were handed to two gentlemen on stage, and the
NTCC executive director, Hans van den Born also joined
on stage. All three of them, together with the guests
raised a toast for NTCC's 30th anniversary as love and joy
floated through the air.

The attendees enjoyed Joe Louis traditional puppet show
while warm, creamy potato and leek soups were being
served. Marieke van de Laan, NTCC's first executive
director’s video was playing. Then, a video message
from the NTCC’s long-serving president, Jan de Kam.
Harry Sprangers (Upbeat Trailers) was on stage delivering
his speech about when he first met Mr. Jan de Kam and
joined NTCC. The memorable history of NTCC filled in the
room as the trophies were handed out to our founding
father’s companies.
Later, a discussion panel was set. Dr. Pisit Leeahtam, Mr.
Jack Monshouwer (Hanky Panky Toys Thailand) and Hans
van den Born were invited to the stage. Shortly after, the
second entertainment was performed by Mum
Laconics. Some audiences were singing along. Some
were clapping. Without even realizing it, the main course
was served.
Not long after, we thanked and handed flower bouquets
to our all-time supporters who always support NTCC.
This year, bow-tie competition for gentlemen was back!
Right after the winner had been announced, it was the
time that everybody had been waiting for the ‘Lucky Draw’
The prizes were kindly sponsored by VacuVin, Elephant
Parade, Bumrungrad International Hospital and VitaLife,
Siam Kempinski Hotel Bangkok, and KLM.
Then the gala dinner was concluded by J Jetrin's
performance. A bunch of people also joined us at
Hanuman Bar, located near Siam Kempinski’s lobby
area for the afterparty. It was incredibly fun and the perfect
way to end the night.

Special Thanks To Our Great Sponsors!
Premium Sponsors

Gold Sponsors

In-Kind Sponsors

Bumrungrad has launched its Pride Clinic to deliver life-time value
healthcare for the LGBTQ+ community.

Bumrungrad is teaming up with its endocrinologists and specialists to launch
its new “Pride Clinic” to deliver high quality medical care over the long-term
to members of the gender-nonconforming individuals, facilitating their access
to customized care based on their individual needs. The launch of the Pride
Clinic in June 2021 is another one of Bumrungrad’s milestones in providing
holistic, integrated medical care to members of the gender-nonconforming
individuals of all ages, while meeting the highest standards of safety, to bring
to life our belief that everyone can be the best version of themselves.
Pride Clinic’s medical services on offer range from hormone therapies to help
one’s physical characteristics match one’s identity, masculinizing / feminizing
procedures, gender affirming surgery, feminine voice training and vocal cord
surgery, aesthetic and skin procedures, mental health programs, and
check-up programs for gender-diverse and gender-non-conforming individuals
of all age groups. Our psychologists can lend support and guidance.
The procedures are overseen by our team of doctors and medical specialists.
Our surgeons who deliver high quality gender confirming surgery outcomes
have more than 20 years of experience and have performed at least 1,000
surgeries, having received their degrees in either cosmetic or plastic surgery
For more information, call 1378 or contact Pride Clinic (Pride Clinic) located
at Building A (Clinic Building), 16th Floor, Counter A (16A), open daily from
08.00-20.00 or email: prideclinic@bumrungrad.com
Bumrungrad Celebrates the First Anniversary of its Pride Clinic on July 21,
2022 – delivering holistic health care to LGBTQ+.
Bumrungrad International Hospital held a celebration ‘Colors of You: Match
the Shade Inside You’ in honor of the first anniversary of its Pride Clinic, which
seeks to create lifetime value for its LGBTQ+ communities by offering
personalized healthcare options. The event featured the introduction of our
teams of healthcare professionals and specialists in LGBTQ+ health care.
There were shows run by our guest artists, Mum Laconics and Pooh Anchalee
Chongkhadikij, as well as spectacular performances for our clients and
partners at the Four Seasons Hotel Bangkok at Chao Praya River.
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Interview with Rhenus Air & Ocean: Future Developments in
Netherlands-Thailand Trade
The Rhenus Group is one of the leading global logistics service providers with business sites at 970
locations. This includes its operations in Netherlands and Thailand, which have been established respectively
since 1912 and 1994

In a post-covid world, global economies are yet to recover to
the pre-2020s era. What are some of the supply chain related
problems that companies are still facing?
Frank: The number of flights has not returned to pre-covid times, and
this is affecting capacities, schedules, and rates. There are also strikes
and staff shortages in different major airports, which cause flight
cancellations and delays as well. Port congestions and blank sailings
are affecting ocean freight globally and will continue to do so. These
factors have a direct effect on the reliability of transportation and
require resilient supply chain planning from all companies.

Frank Roderkek

CEO of North-West Europe, Rhenus
Air & Ocean.

How can importers and exporters overcome these issues?
Tim: Staying informed of issues on the ground and working with partners
that allow for flexibility of changes will help companies better anticipate
and react when unexpected challenges happen. It is also helpful if the
various stakeholders can tap on and complement each other’s strengths.
Making use of consolidation services with fixed regular uplifts allows
companies plan their supply chains better and it is a competitive
alternative to back-to-back flights. It is also more cost-effective than
ad-hoc air shipments and having experienced teams on both sides can
ensure quicker responses in the event of disruptions. In Rhenus, we are
doing the same, planning ahead and negotiating long-term deals with
our partners (shipping lines, airlines, subcontractors).

Tim Burger

Managing Director of Rhenus
Logistics Thailand.

The Netherlands is one of Thailand’s largest European trading partners. What changes has your
company seen in the NL-TH trade in the last few years?
Frank: We have seen bilateral trade rising between 2020 and 2021, in terms of both exports and imports. Thailand’s
main import commodities from the Netherlands include machinery & parts, electronics, medicinal & pharmaceutical
products, as well as food, dairy and animal products. Thailand’s top export product to the Netherlands is industrial
goods. Both countries have a large agricultural sector, so the trade of food dairy, and animal products (both
temperature-controlled and general cargo) plays a significant role.
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Based on statistics from the Bank of Thailand,
investment from the Netherlands is the biggest EU
source of foreign direct investment in Thailand, standing
at 13.3 billion USD in Q1 2021. The Netherlands is also
the top EU destination for Thai Direct Investment abroad,
with an accumulated investment of 12.9 billion USD.

Interesting. So how does Rhenus work with
customers from such different industry
verticals?
Frank: We keep abreast of trends on both the
government and consumer fronts in the two
countries. We are continuously seeking to expand
our expertise and set up with those trends e.g., for Life
Sciences and Healthcare, agriculture, and fresh produce
handling through hiring the industry experts, choosing
the right carriers, and investing in relevant equipment.
Both offices in the Netherlands and Thailand are in close
collaboration and are front-runners in new developments in
the logistics sector, such as the use of remote customs
scanning.

banking sector, and firm fiscal positions with a reasonable
level of public debt. Boosted by a global economic recovery,
Thailand’s export value has surpassed pre-pandemic
levels with favorable growth in the manufacturing sector
and agricultural production.

Rhenus has been active in Thailand since the
1990s. What, in your opinion, distinguishes
Rhenus from the other 3PLs in the region?
Tim: Rhenus Thailand’s operations have been well
established for more than 20 years. We have a
comprehensive portfolio including air and ocean freight,
road freight, cross-border trucking, warehousing, and
customs brokerage. We have strong connections to
Southeast Asian countries for cross-border trading,
with expert teams based at Suvarnabhumi airport,
Laem Chabang Seaport and Bangkok. We take a
customer-centric approach, providing end-to-end
solutions to support bilateral trade with countries
including the Netherlands.

Any growth plans you can share with us?

Tim: Exactly! We aim to adapt our solutions to the
customers’ needs. So, for time-sensitive cargo like
integrated circuits, chips and semiconductors, we offer
24/7 customer service support at our Bangkok airport
facility as well as services such as next flight out (NFO).
As the leading logistics provider for High Tech, Chemical,
Healthcare and Life Science goods, we provide additional
services in Thailand for pick-up and delivery, temporary
storage of temperature-controlled goods and value-added
services for local requirements in a General Cargo,
Free Trade Zone or Dangerous Goods environment.

Tim: We are committed to growing our strengths in further
supporting the trade activities between the Netherlands
and Thailand. We plan to expand our Rhenus network,
particularly in the road division, with more Full-Truck-Load
(FTL)/Less-Truck-Load (LTL) products connecting the
Southeast Asian region to our in-country capabilities.
We are also looking at utilizing our air freight expertise
as Bangkok grows as one of our major air freight
gateways in Asia.

Despite recent years’ developments, the Thai economy
has proven to be resilient due to its strong fundamentals.
This includes its high international reserves and low level
of external debts, its healthy

For more information on
Rhenus, please
visit: https://rhenus.group or
follow Rhenus Logistics Asia
Pacific on LinkedIn.

Frank: Our growth strategy is supported by our values,
including operational excellence as well as sustainability.
In general, we focus on the impact of our operations
on both the local community and the world as a whole
and seek to provide green transport solutions that result
in tangible and long-lasting impact. In addition to
efforts to explore more trade lanes for different modes
of transport, we are also setting Less-than-Container
Load (LCL) Carbon Neutral goals.
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TAP – Brewed by the Sun

by Pattarada Sangnark, Marketing and Communications, Netherlands-Thai Chamber of Commerce

Thai Asia Pacific Brewery (TAP) held an opening ceremony
of the project “Brewed by the Sun” to announce the
installation of a solar energy farm under HEINEKEN’s
Brewing a Better World sustainable development strategy,
on the19th of May 2022 at Thai Asia Pacific Brewery,
Nonthaburi. Mr. Remco van Wijngaarden (Netherlands
Ambassador to Thailand), Mr. Sujin Chaiyachumsak
(Nonthaburi Provincial Governor), and Mr. Hans van den
Born (Executive Director of NTCC) were invited to
witness HEINEKEN’s effort towards the environment.

TAP’s environmental sustainability agenda focuses on
reaching carbon neutrality, maximizing circularity, and
conserving every drop of water with the roadmap below:

“Brewed by the Sun” is a sustainable project from Thai
Asia Pacific Brewery, partnered with Blueleaf Energy,
that aims to reduce the environmental effect of the
production process by using solar energy.

This roadmap of sustainability initiatives will raise the
bar with new commitments for the environment, social
sustainability, and responsible consumption putting Thai
Asia Pacific Brewery on a path to net zero, and a fairer
and healthier world.





2022: Zero Landfill – Now at 99.6 % left 		
only 0.4% (municipal waste)
2025: 100% renewable electricity in pro		
duction, reduce CO2e by 12,600 tons/year
2030: 100% renewable energy in production,
reduce CO2e by 21,300 tons/year

Over 2,900 solar panels were installed in the solar farm
with a total area of four acres of land, which is equivalent
to two football fields. The farm is capable of generating
30 percent of the electricity, utilized within brewery. This
amount of electricity refers to the production of 26
million cans of beer(320ml.) or the electric usage of 736
households.

This solar farm is one of the projects that Thai Asia Pacific
Brewery focuses on to contribute to HEINEKEN’s global
sustainability strategy or “Brew a Better World 2030” in
a unique way that is aligned with HEINEKEN'S® GLOBAL
SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY.

Thum Chee Yuen, Managing Director of Thai Asia Pacific
Brewery, said, “In everything we do, we are ensuring a
healthy environment for current and future generations.
This is an important milestone in our efforts to reduce
our CO2 output for our next growth chapter. Our ambition
and targets are in line with the UN Sustainable Development
Goals and achieve results that meet HEINEKEN's
commitment on our path to net zero. Everyone has a role
to play in contributing to climate action, and we see this
as our responsibility to act now.”

To ensure a healthy environment for current and future
generations, TAP set a 2030 Environment & Sustainability
Roadmap (E&S). TAP’s Environmental and Sustainability
focus area by reducing its environmental footprint from
beer production activities through the adoption of
renewable energy in the form of solar power at its
production sites.
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New Corporate Members

KUBO Greenhouse Projects
Vlotlaan 710, 2681 TX Monster,
The Netherlands

Dennis van Leijde
Sales /
Export manager

T: +31 653397824
E: dvanleijde@kubo.nl
W: www.kubogroup.nl/en
KUBO manages complete greenhouse projects. Contracting,
engineering, manufacturing, construction and service. All under
our own management. This enables us to monitor the entire
process, deliver on time and be certain that we are using the
latest technologies and concepts.
SDG's
Demand for food safety, CO2 reduction and locally, safely
produced products is on the rise. At KUBO we are convinced
that we can respond to these challenges. For that reason, we
continue to develop and test new technologies and sustainable
production facilities and services.
Innovation is in our genes. It is the condition for progress. That’s
why we continue to develop and test new technologies
adoptions. The Ultra-Clima has obviously always been an
innovation in itself. The greenhouse concept is based on a
number of pillars: CEAWith semi-closed greenhouses and smart
growing concepts, you create the ultimate environment that
uses the least energy and water, whilst ensuring minimum risk
and maximum return. Whatever your wishes. Wherever you are.
The future of greenhouses is blue.

Van der Hoeven

Vrij-Harnasch 124,
2635 BZ Den Hoorn, The Netherlands

Bob Hunsche
Manager Sales

T: +31 653781626
E: b.hunsche@vanderhoeven.nl
W: www.vanderhoeven.nl
In a world where sustainable, locally grown products are a priority,
the demand for high-tech, efficiently designed greenhouses is
growing. This is the perfect challenge for Van der Hoeven
Horticultural Projects. Since 1953, we have been designing and
realising horticultural projects across the world, enabling growers
and investors to maximise the return on their investment.
As a full-service partner, we offer our clients a complete package
of disciplines, from feasibility studies to cultivation advice.
Aftercare is a top priority for us, which is partly why we create
long-term relationships with our clients. We're proud of that. Our
colleagues at Enthoven Techniek-Patron Agri Systems contribute
their expertise in electrical installations, climate computers,
lighting and water installations to the high-tech turnkey projects
we realise on a global level.
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Lotus Bakeries Corporate
NV – Rep Office Thailand

33rd Floor Interchange
21 building Office TT23 No.
399 Sukhumvit Road,Klongtoey-nua,
Watthana, Bangkok, 10110 Thailand

Ronald Drieduite

General Manager Asia

T: +66 653590067
E: ronald.drieduite@lotusbakeries.com
W: www.lotusbakeries.com
Lotus Bakeries began in the village of Lembeke in 1932 and is
now active worldwide in the indulgent and natural snacking
segment with the Lotus, Lotus Biscoff®, Dinosaurus, Peijnenburg,
Annas, Nakd, TREK, BEAR and Kiddylicious brands, among
others. Lotus Bakeries, with headquarters in Belgium, is a
dynamic, internationally oriented company with production
facilities in Belgium, the Netherlands, France, Sweden, South
Africa and the US, and twenty-one own sales organisations
in Europe, America and Asia. Lotus Bakeries also works with
commercial partners in approximately fifty countries worldwide.
Lotus Bakeries has around 2,400 employees. By maintaining a
healthy balance between tradition and innovation, the Lotus
brand indulges consumers with a unique range of high-quality,
tasty products. The secret of Lotus Biscoff® lies in the cookie’s
unique flavour, distinctive design and delightful crispiness. The
unique caramelised cookie flavour has meanwhile also been
incorporated into a spread, ice cream and chocolate.

Stork Promotional Products
77/9 M1. 77/9 Ruen Pisa Village,
Nongprue, Banglamung,
Chonburi 20150 Thailand

Stijn Ooievaar
Owner

T: +66 985599839
E: stijn@storkpp.com
W: www.storkpromotionalproducts.com
Stork Promotional Products is a sublimation print factory in
Chonburi, Thailand. We are a manufacturer of sublimation printed
(promotional) garments, sportswear and other promotional
products. Every step of the production process - Design-PrintPress-Cut-Sew-QC-Pack - we can do inhouse and that gives
a high-quality product with the best possible service for our
customers.
Do you need to have some nice (polo)shirts to represent your
company at a fair or event? We can help you! Our professional
designers are ready to start making beautiful designs in your
corporate identity.

New Corporate Members

Enraf-Nonius B.V.

Vareseweg 127, 3047
AT Rotterdam, The Netherlands
T: +31 102030667
E: jos.de.wolf@enraf-nonius.nl
W: www.enraf-nonius.com

Jos de Wolf
International Sales
Manager

Enraf-Nonius is market leader in the world of technological solutions
for rehabilitation and physiotherapy. We deliver products and
projects of the highest quality according to the most advanced
techniques and make these products available world-wide via
our comprehensive, international distributor’s network. By
handling the highest possible level of quality and service, we
enable health centres to look after their patients and clients in
the most effective and efficient way, and therapist to guarantee
their treatments on a daily basis. Enraf-Nonius contributes to a
longer, healthier and happier life.

Regus Management
(Thailand) Co., Ltd.

No. 87, M Thai Building, 23rd Floor,
Wireless Road, Kwaeng Lumpini,
Khet Patumwan, Bangkok 10330
Thailand
T: +66 951494656
E: thitiwat.t@iwgplc.com
W: www.regus.com/th-th

52 Sukhumvit 26, Sukhumvit Road,
Klongton, Klongtoey,
Bangkok 10110 Thailand

Pornchai Padmindra
CEO & Founder

T: +66 945151565
E: pornchai@drcbdgroup.com
W: www.drcbdgroup.com
We are a fully integrated company with expertise in both medical
grade Cannabis and Kratom. Our operation includes upstream
(indoor cultivation), midstream (extraction) to downstream
(medical grade products). We place emphasis on quality, efficacy
and purity and continual research in creating premium medical
grade products.

Sales Director

The world’s largest and most reliable partner providing Flexible
Workspace as a Service. Listed on the London Stock Exchange
2,500,000 members, 3,300 locations, 1,000 Cities, 120 Countries.

Royal Queen Seeds Thailand
Dr.CBD Co., Ltd.

Thitiwat
Thanapornnithinan

8-8/1-2 Sukhumvit Soi 16,
Klong Toey, Klong Toey,
Bangkok 10110 Thailand
T: +66 847291125
E: thailand@royalqueenseeds.com
W: www.royalqueenseeds.com

Buarawong de Groot

We love sharing our passion for cannabis with eager growers.
Our goal is to deliver the best genetics. We support every
grower. Our motto is simple: If you have the passion, you can
grow quality genetics!
Website: www.royalqueenseeds.com
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/royal-queen-seeds/
Facebook: www.facebook.com/Royal-Queen-Seeds-Thailand-101006346027800

New Individual Members

New Individual Members

Marith Zindel

Geor van Zijderveld

Michelle Tan

Kelly Hezemans

Laurens Van Hoorn

Pang Chuan David Ng

Executive Producer
Marith Zindel Productions Co.,Ltd.
T: +66 625062322
E: marith@mz-p.net
Consultant/Advisor
T: +66 968691291
E: nwmichelle@protonmail.com
Owner
NodisTraction
T: +66 611983927
E: laurens@nodistraction.io

Director

T: +66 915051936
E: georvz@icloud.com

Executive Director
iBoost
T: +66 627517802
E: hello@iboostonline.com
CEO
The1Thai.com
T: +66 917673307
E: the1david.ng@gmail.com
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Recent NTCC Events

6 June | NTCCafe

17 June | Eastern Seaboard Networking

On the 6 of June 2022, NTCCafe took place at the
Dutch bar, “The Hangover Bangkok”, and it was a great
success. The guests spent their night chilling and
chatting with each other, along with beverages. It was
also a great place to check out Dutch-style snacks!

NTCC and Beluthai Chamber successfully hosted the
Eastern Seaboard Networking Friday at the Pullman
Pattaya Hotel G in the evening of June 17, 2022.

It was an amazing night and NTCC appreciate everyone
for being a part of this wonderful time, and special
thanks to Lasermed Co., Ltd. for sponsoring this event.

With the fantastic scenery of Pattaya's beach, the
attendees had a great time meeting up with one
another. As the sun slowly went down, the vibe became
more lively. We reached around a hundred international
guests from several companies. Although we were
hit by some hot summer breeze, this Friday night was
filled with a happy atmosphere and cheerful chatting
sound.
The variety of foods and drinks prepared by the
Pullman Pattaya Hotel G also carried out a joyful vibe.
The food included cold cuts, cheese, spicy salad,
mango sticky rice, fruits, and more.
Thank you very much for joining us and please look
forward for the next Eastern Seaboard Networking
event other activities in EEC area in the future!

8 June | UpBeat Trailers factory and showroom visit
The NTCC Manufacturing working group members was
hosted by one of NTCC’s founding fathers companies of
Mr. Harry & Martina Sprangers and their team at the
UpBeat Trailers factory and showroom.
The event was already planned a long time ago but due
to the pandemic postponed several times and now very
well attended with a wide range of members with a
manufacturing background. The presentation and show
round were impressive, the discussions lively
and hospitality amazing with local food items
and obviously some Heineken beer. Stay tuned for
more activities and knowledge sharing sessions soon.
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Recent NTCC Events

6 July | Tech and the City

1 August | NTCCafe

The tenth edition of Tech and the city was held with
the theme “Deeptech x Agrofood – what’s next?” at
One Sala @ One Nimman Chiang Mai. The event was
organized by Global Startup Hub CNX, supported by
NIA & Startup Thailand, and powered by CM Town &
Chiang Mai Connect by NTCC.

We would like to thank everyone for joining us at NTCC
cafe Monday which was hosted at Hotel Indigo Bangkok
Wireless Road. It was a great opportunity for everyone
to meet up and expand their connections. There were
quite amount of people and it was such a wonderful
Monday evening! We also would like to thank our
sponsor Rhenus Logistics for their support.

Chiang Mai is one of the prime agricultural and food
hubs of Thailand, and this event provided the insight
of the medical cannabis industry after the legalization,
sustainability, food security, and how Chiang Mai become
a green city through an urban farming network.
The plant-based meat scene and what happened with
MAID - the Maejo Agricultural Innovation District upon
its launch were also discussed in the event.

In a relaxed and uplifting atmosphere, Rhenus Logistics
presented their new #airfreight consolidation service
from Amsterdam to Bangkok, which includes fixed
space allocations, reliable flight schedules and the
chance to connect the Netherlands to Thailand, Myanmar,
Cambodia and Laos via cross-border trucking.

The attendees also had a chance to connect with
entrepreneurs & professionals from the tech
eco-system and beyond - wide-ranging industries
in the North - linking business groups from the international
and local chambers of commerce to the Federation of
Thai Industries.
The speakers of this event included:
- Assoc. Prof. Apinun Suvarnaraksha: Director
of RAE, Maejo University
- Smith Taweelerdniti: CEO of Let's Plant Meat
- Manuel Madani: General Manager at Priva
Southeast Asia
- Ryan Doran: Co-Founder & CEO of Cannabiz
Agronomics
We appreciate the support from the local partners, as
well as the international chambers. We hope the
participants enjoyed this hybrid event and please do
not miss the next edition of Tech and the City!

5 August | Phuket Meet Up
It was nice catching up with the NTCC team in Phuket
on Friday 5, August at Amari Phuket. What a fantastic
networking event! Thank you all for coming and having
a wonderful time together. We would like to also thank
our sponsor Amari Phuket for such great food and
drinks.
We appreciate our president Rob Hurenkamp for joining
this event and connecting with our members! We can't
wait for the next networking event!
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Member News

Bangkok Patana School Celebrates IB Results!
Bangkok Patana School congratulates the Graduating Class of 2022
on their IB results, which include an unprecedented five students receiving
a full score of 45 points. Like their cohort around the world, these
students were unable to sit (I)GCSE exams and mock exams due to
COVID restrictions over the past two years. We commend our
students on their resilience and resolution. Kudos as well to our
teachers who supported our students, giving them the knowledge,
skills and determination to succeed.
The 2022 average for Bangkok Patana School is 36 with an Average
Diploma Grade of 6. In total, 10 students (12%) received 43+ points,
and 26 students (32%) received 40+ points. Congratulations on your
achievements, Class of 2022! As a non-academically selective school,
results like these are truly testament to the dedication and work of our
students and teachers.

KLM takes this opportunity to congratulate NTCC with its 30th
anniversary. On this happy occasion, we would like to share some
special moments for KLM in Thailand.
KLM launched its first long-distance test flight to Indonesia in 1924,
stopping at Don Muang airport in Thailand. From 1929, KLM started
regular services to Thailand, primarily with mail, and is now a key
strategic market in South East Asia.
In 1989, KLM named its new Boeing 747 the ‘City of Bangkok’ to
commemorate 60 years of service to Thailand. A blessing ceremony
was held at an Amsterdam Schiphol airport hangar, with more than
200 attendees. When ‘City of Bangkok’ first arrived in April 1991 in
Thailand, the Bangkok Metropolitan Administration presented KLM
with a bronze plaque.
This plaque, which symbolized KLM’s close ties to Thailand, was
proudly displayed in the ‘City of Bangkok’. When the aircraft retired in
2018 and in celebration of KLM’s 100th anniversary in 2019, Mr Pieter
Elbers, KLM’s former CEO, returned the plaque to Bangkok in a
ceremony resembling that of 1989.
This winter, KLM offers 12 weekly flights to Bangkok with connections
to Taipei, Hong Kong and Manila. KLM looks forward to welcoming
travellers to and from Thailand.

For the first time in 27 years since Heineken produced and
distributed by TAP Group entered to Thai market with its legacy
in premium segment. Year 2022 Heineken has launched a new product,
“Heineken® Silver,” in response to rapidly growing demand
worldwide and in Thailand for an easy-to-drink beer suitable for all
occasions, especially among Zennials, who prefer a smooth and
easy-to-drink beer with low bitterness. Heineken is also highlighting
its music marketing strategies to enhance the premium lifestyle by
connecting brands with a Zennial audience providing new music
experiences. Heineken® Silver is the title sponsor of the “Maho
Rasop Festival,” a global music phenomenon for the new
generation in Thailand offering a one-of-a-kind experience with
their “Live Life Chillver, Surprisingly Smoother” campaign aimed at
wider target group while generating increased brand awareness.
Get the latest information at:
www.facebook.com/heinekenth.official and
www.facebook.com/MahoRasopFestival

Kirloskar Brothers Thailand opens most advanced
pump test facility in Amata
Kirloskar Brothers (Thailand) Limited (KBTL) is a company promoted
by the Board of Investment in Thailand. The facility is located near
Amata, Chonburi in Thailand and is the headquarters and assembly
plant for the KBL Group of companies in the East Asia region, offering
Kirloskar, SPP, Rodelta, Syncroflo and KEPL products.
Pump testing is essential for OEMs, contractors, pump- manufacturing
& operator companies to verify & guarantee the pump characteristics.
KBTL can test High Pressure as well as all major split case, end suction
pumps up to 250 kW and higher upon request. We can test with flows
up to 500m3/hr. and Pressure up to 100 bar.
KBTL can also test engine driven fire pumps to assure all characteristics
are compliant with the specifications assuring safe and compliant
operation once installed.
KBTL Manufacturing excellence, service, testing, stock, and engineering
capabilities in Thailand enable us to supply high efficiency & quality
products and services to our customers in the region.
KBTL your Smart Sustainable Pumping Solutions Partner
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Member News

"This year is going to be an exciting year for the Philips brand. We have
been serving the Thai people for more than 70 years. We will uphold
our commitment by continually developing cutting-edge lighting solutions and offering innovative, high-quality, long-lasting, and secured
products as we have for the last 70 years. We will continue to work
with all Thai people to reduce energy consumption sustainably, no
matter how difficult the challenge becomes," Mr. Jagannathan said.

Royal HaskoningDHV 141st anniversary and
Chuchawal Royal Haskoning 48th anniversary.
In 1881, our founding fathers Johan van Hasselt and Jacobus de Koning
started the first independent engineering firm in the Netherlands.
Both shared a passion for the profession of engineering and in making
the world a better place. This is still in our DNA today. 141 years later,
we are an international community of 6,000 employees in over 30
countries all sharing a passion for enhancing society together.
In 1974, Chuchawal-de Weger International Ltd. (CDW) was founded
by a local architect, Chuchawal Pringpuangkeo, and a Dutch architect
and engineer, Frans de Weger.
At the start of the 21st century, the partnership was renamed to
Chuchawal-Royal Haskoning (C-RH). C-RH is an international and
multidisciplinary firm of consultants, designers and engineers.
Our advisory services cover the broad spectrum from feasibility
studies, design, tendering, through to project/construction
management in specialist markets as Food & Beverage, Production
& Assembly, Retail & Distribution Centers, Electronics & Hardware,
Energy & Resources.
This year, amongst others, we celebrate our continued cooperation
with The Ocean Cleanup on their mission to rid the oceans of plastic
and to intercept plastic floating from rivers to sea.

Philips, the leader and the most popular lighting brand in Thailand,
won the "No. 1 Brand Thailand 2021-2022" award, Winning the
hearts of Thai consumers for four consecutive years and
commemorating the 70th anniversary in Thailand.
Consumer polls carried out around the nation determined that
"Philips", was the "No. 1 Brand Thailand 2021–2022 in LED &
Lamps category. We have reaffirmed our supremacy in the lighting
business by holding the top rank in Thailand for the last four years.
This prestigious award is an outstanding demonstration of the
superiority of the Philips brand for it serves to reiterate our status
as the world's leader in bulbs, lamps, and lighting systems trusted
by consumers worldwide.
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Signify celebrates 15 years of leadership in
developing horticulture LED grow lighting
ignify has led the industry into high-tech LED lighting for horticulture,
providing growers with higher quality crops, predictably higher yield
and energy savings
• More than 1000 growers in nearly 50 countries use Philips LED
horticulture solutions
• Philips is helping growers shape the future of sustainable,
high-tech horticulture lighting through artificial intelligence and
data-driven growing

Industry-leading research and technology
Philips’s research into the effect of lighting on plant growth began
almost 90 years ago. In 1933, the company set up studies into the
use of neon light to support plant growth. By 1936, it was testing
neon lighting tubes in greenhouses.
Since 2007, Philips has led the way in the race for efficient and
high output LED horticulture lighting. “In the early 2000s, LED
lights were characterized by cold, white light,” says Udo. “But
our technology teams developed new ways to improve the quality
of light level, spectrum and uniformity.” This has resulted in more
than 150 dedicated light recipes, which are tailor-made instructions
for lighting that help growers achieve the best results for their
specific crop and conditions.
In 2015, investments into building LED knowledge resulted in the
opening of the Philips GrowWise Center in the Netherlands. It’s the
largest research facility of its kind for vertical farming production.
Here, Signify teams develop more sustainable approaches to
growing healthier and tastier fruits and vegetables, regardless of
where in the world the production facility is located. Potential
investors and builders of vertical farms can visit the facility to
see demonstrations of different grow systems, technologies and
crops.
Nowadays, Signify Thailand ready to serves Thai farmers and
customers with LED horticulture solutions for vegetables, fruits
and flowers for greenhouses, vertical farms and other indoor
facilities. Thanks to Philips LED grow light solutions, producers
around the world achieve better business results thanks to better
control of their crop growth.
Interest to increase your productivity? Contact Mr. Steven Kardinaal,
Signify ASEAN Commercial Leader for Agriculture. Call +6620890050
at working hours.

Member News

30 + 10 + 6 = Three Reasons to Celebrate

KUBO congratulates NTCC on their 30th anniversary!

This year marks 30 years of NTCC, 10 years of Philanthropy
Connections Foundation and 6 years of collaboration. Definitely
worth celebrating!

In the year of NTCC's 30th anniversary, KUBO joined this great
group of professionals. KUBO manages sustainable high tech
greenhouses worldwide and is committed to assist the farmers
and investors in Thailand with a sustainable investment in growing
local healthy food.

So, while we have been looking back at each of the 10 years of our
foundation, it is only fitting that we share some of the good times
we've had with the NTCC.
PCF collaborated with NTCC in many ways. PCF received the
'Great Sustainability Projects' Award from the NTCC in 2016. We
were the beneficiary of NTCC fundraising events such as the
annual charity golf tournament and the NTCC Christmas lunch.
NTCC has also directly supported some of our projects. Renovating
classrooms in the Koung Jor Shan Refugee Camp (KJSRC); food
relief to villagers who were in need for 18 months in Ban Pha Lai;
masks and sanitiser gel for 1.695 people in 500 families in remote
areas in northern Thailand during the COVID-19 pandemic.

KUBO is the inventor of the first semi-closed greenhouse. This
greenhouse, the Ultra-Clima is a revolutionary, innovative, and
sustainable greenhouse concept in every respect. The Ultra-Clima is
the ideal solution to the needs of today and tomorrow. It combines
everything that is required of a modern greenhouse: increased
production, maximum food safety, minimal energy and water
consumption, minimal CO2 emissions, and a better yield. Would
you like to know more about KUBO? Mail to info@kubo.nl.

We have benefited from their network – the NTCC has connected
us with several sponsors. And best of all, NTCC has visited our
projects to see the activities with their own eyes.
Thank you to all the NTCC members for all your support. Wishing
you all the best for the next 30 years!

Jump to the Future….
JF Innovation is an SAP consulting firm that consist of a group of
industry and SAP professionals focused on providing innovative
solutions that will enhance our customers’ potential by improving
business processes, increasing efficiency and reducing operational
issues and cost.

MZP Asia celebrates by giving all NTCC members
a festive discount!
Yes, you read that right! All NTCC members get a 10% discount on
their photo and/or video production done in 2022. Is it really only
because of the 30th anniversary of the NTCC? No, not really, its
also because we expanded our business from Greater China into
Thailand this year and we think that’s something to celebrate too!
MZP Asia is a full service, video and still production house with
crews all over Asia around Europe. It operates as a one stop shop,
from concept development to final production and every step in
between. MZP Asia is unique because it is build up from a collective
of freelancers bundeling forces in every aspect of the process.
Therefore, our clients get the highest quality work in every niche,
without paying for the massive overhead of a big agency. If you
need great food or property photographer, a drone operator or
creative director? We have them all, ready to jump on your project.
Another plus of our network is that we are all passionate ‘creators’
who truly enjoy working together and creating beautiful stories.

Our mission is to help our customers with their digital transformation
journey by combining automation, integration and innovation.
Backed by teams of experts and partners, we provide warehouse
and production automation solutions & robotics, seamlessly and in
real-time integrate this with your SAP system, and provide innovative
solutions on processing and presenting the data. We also provide
mobile app solutions that will help your team to process data or
make decisions faster, such as approving documents by managers
or placing orders by farmers, with real-time SAP integration.
Furthermore, JF innovation is your go to partner in case you are
looking to integrate your planning or WMS system with SAP for
instant data transfer and synced information.
We have successfully delivered a significant number of projects at
medium and large sized private and public companies, and we are
looking forward to talking to you to see what we can do for you.
Contact us at innovation@jf.co.th or erik@jf.co.th

Have a project in mind? Let’s chat!
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Opening of a brand new independent Acoustic
Laboratory in Bangkok.

Pushing Thailand's acoustic engineering capability to its international
peers with the first dedicated laboratory in the country, aiming to help
Thailand's industry in acoustic testing and consultation, right here in
Bangkok. Our new lab is capable of performing acoustic tests using
sophisticated equipment with traceability, compiling with various
international standards such as ISO 10534-2, ISO 354, ISO 10140,
ASTM E1050-10, ASTM E2611-09, ASTM C423, ASTM E90-09 and more.

One-stop acoustic testing service.

ALT is capable of performing all kind of acoustic testing and
measurements. Ranging from sound absorption material research
and development project to final product that need certification
before delivering to customers. Currently we can test and report
result in accordance with over 20 international standards, and yet we
will also cover more in days to come!!! We can test impact noise,
appliance noise, sound power and much more.
Acoustic Laboratory Thailand Co., Ltd.
6/57, Poemsin Road soi 42 Sai Mai 10220 Bangkok
https://www.altbkk.com
Email: info@altbkk.com
Phone: (+66) 021253027

Bangkok Hospital HQ’s Bangkok Cancer Hospital
Wattanosoth and Be Well Medical Center enter
into strategic collaboration
During the meeting on July 27th, Bangkok Cancer Hospital
(“Wattanosoth”) and family health care center Be Well Medical Center
(“Be Well”) announced the start of a strategic collaboration. The aim
of the cooperation is to bring Bangkok Cancer Hospital’s
renowned knowledge and capabilities in the field of oncology closer
to patients living in the Hua Hin region.
With years of expertise as a private dedicated cancer care institution
in Thailand, Bangkok Cancer Hospital aims to provide quality service
with regards to prevention, diagnosis and treatment of cancer patients
under the “Concept of Total Cancer Care” which is aimed at improving
quality of life while reducing mortality rates. Patient can rest assured
that their treatment will be appropriate, holistic and timely.
Be Well is a Western style family health care center opened in January
2020 with its main location at the Banyan resort and a satellite clinic at
Black Mountain. The center, serving both the expat as well as the Thai
community, plans to soon expand to other resort towns in Thailand.
Be available for remote (VDO) consultation through or with the Be Well
family doctors.
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More IT Service Availability in Thailand

In fact, it does not matter whether you are 43 or 63 years old; a key
point for any resume is to focus on the last 10 and max 15 years of
experience. For the remaining years, write: Previous Employments:
Various leadership and commercials job in multi-national companies
in Asia and Europe.

Those familiar with Movaci know that we are a first-class IT Security
and Managed Services Provider. We build tailored IT solutions and
manageable cybersecurity services that empower companies who
rely on a technology backbone for daily business operations. We call it
‘Strengthening Technology. Simplifying Security.’ It is also known that
we have a predominantly international client base that spreads across
Asia, Australia, Europe, and North America. While the international
work continues to grow, we have increased our efforts over the last
year to grow our client portfolio in Bangkok, Phuket, Chiang Mai and
Thailand’s Eastern Seaboard. From our new satellite office in Bangkok,
we can perform regular onsite work in this growing market in addition
to the 24/7 remote support provided from our headquarters in Chiang
Mai.

If your education is before 2000, like 1960’ies, drop the year of
graduation. Just write your degree, your subject and university. First,
if you do not show an email in your resume, perhaps expecting that
we send you a fax, you are definitely ready for retirement. And if you
are still using a Loxinfo or AOL email domain, you are telling people
you have been around for a long time. Go change to a Gmail instead.

Learn how Movaci can help your company strengthen technology and
simplify security. Visit our website, read our blog, or schedule a free
30 min consultation with one of our solution specialists. Our team
of industry certified and experienced professionals can go to work
equipping and protecting you in the digital space, helping you achieve
your business goals.

You must show your mobile number, just one please. Don’t use your
business- or even residence number. No need to tell us that you are
into Microsoft Words and Excel, and that you know the internet. LOL.

Website: https://movaci.com
Blog: https://movaci.com/blog
Email: solutions@movaci.com

Hello Baby Boomers, Ladies and Gentlemen, all of you born between
1946 and 1964 (BE2489-2507) – or about 25% of the world’s
population. Still.
Age proof your Resume with these 5 tips
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